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Rulebook

Introduction
During the Tang dynasty, Chang’an was one of the largest cities in the world. It was a 

cosmopolitan urban center with thousands of travelers exploring it, to smell its aromas, 
to discover its streets and to find out new ways of living and a whole new culture.

The city now needs to be renewed: you are an important urbanist, called by the Tang 
dynasty court to supervise the renewing of 4 districts. Compete against other famous 

urbanists to build the best districts of Chang’an and to get the favors of the court.

Who will be the best urbanist of the Chinese Capital?
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Overview
Players will carefully project their plans by placing cards on the top part of their personal 
boards (the gates). Then they will move them into the city districts to build amazing 
buildings and to welcome influential characters in the neighborhood. Every new card 
built into the districts will provide players with different types of privileges and a certain 
number of victory points. At the end of the game, the player who gained the most victory 
points is declared the winner.
Like the city of Chang'an, the game keeps changing and evolving! Chang'an can be 
played in many ways according to the part of the city you decide to develop and the 
management features you decide to explore. Try to use different decks to make a 
different game every time you play Chang’an!
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Set-up
Each City card deck used creates a different type of game:

 PRODUCTION DECK (Blue cards): use this deck to produce and store more 
resources.

 TRADE DECK (Orange cards): use this deck to add resource exchanges and 
indirect interaction among players.

 SCIENCE DECK (Green cards): use this deck to acquire scientific knowledge 
and improve your gameplay.

 POLITICS DECK (Purple cards): use this deck to speed up the construction of 
the districts.

 MILITARY DECK (Red cards): use this deck to add military defense to your 
districts and to improve competition among the players.

Choose the decks you prefer according to the number of players.
• With 2 or 3 players, use 3 City card decks (48 cards).
• With 4 players, use 4 City card decks (64 cards)

Shuffle the decks you chose to create the City deck. Place it in the middle of the table. 
Draw and reveal 3 City cards. Place them in a common display within everyone’s reach.
Place the Resource tokens in a general stock, within everyone’s reach.
Each player receives 1 City board, 1 Coin and 1 Wheat token from the general stock and 
places them near the City board. Then players draw 4 City cards from the City deck and 
keep them in their hand.
The last player to travel abroad is elected first player. The First Player will not change 
until the end of the game.
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Gameplay
The game is played over a variable number of rounds, until the game end condition is 
triggered. Rounds proceed in clockwise order, starting from the first player. During your 
turn, you perform only one of the three main actions:

•  Research •  Produce •  Build
In any moment of their turn (before or after the main action), players can perform the 
following additional actions once:

•  Buy 1 resource •  Acquire a City card from another player

REMEMBER: 
you can not have more than 4 resources per type at the end of your turn. Return the 
exceeding resources to the general stock. You can’t keep more than 6 City cards in your 
hand at the end of your turn. Discard the exceeding cards of your choice and place them 
next to the City deck, creating a discard pile.

Research
“New building plans are prepared, and new people are attracted to the gates of 
your district...”

The current player takes 1 face down City card from the City deck or 1 visible card from 
the general display. They can get 1 additional City card for each couple of Wheat tokens 
they return to the general stock. City cards are added to the players’ hand. If a City card is 
chosen from the face-up display, immediately refill it with a new City cards from the deck.

NOTE:  
the back of the City cards reveals their type!

Produce
“The Capital is in turmoil and lively. People work day and night to produce 
resources...”

To obtain resources,  
you can decide to 
perform one or both 
of the following 
actions:

1. Play City cards
2. Rearrange your 

City cards
1) Play City cards: 
play from 1 to 3 City 
cards directly from 
your hand to a unique gate.

2) Rearrange your City cards. You can move your City cards from one or more gates to 
another one. All moved City cards must land on the same gate. Move them one by one, 
always moving the visible ones first (so start from the topmost City card at a gate).

Example: I play 2 City cards from the hand
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If you want to move 
a City card tucked 
under other cards at a 
gate, you must move 
all the City cards on 
top of it as a unique 
group, without 
changing their order.

REMEMBER:  
you can only have a 
maximum of 3 City cards 
on a single gate.

Example: I move City cards from different gates 
towards a single gate. If I have a City card on Stone and 
another one on Wood, I can move them both to Wheat.

Example: I move 2 City cards that are currently on 
Wood to Wheat.

Example:
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Example: I play 2 City cards from the hand and I move a City card from a 
gate to the same gate where I placed the 2 City cards.
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TRIGGERED

Then, the specific resource of 
the target gate is activated: take 
Resource tokens of that type 
equal to the number of resources 
depicted at the bottom of the 
City cards of that column. You 
take an additional resource for  
the 1 depicted on the City board.
Now, in any order, you can 
activate the effects of the 
“character” cards you built in 
the districts right under the 
gate where you are activating 
the production. See the “build” 
paragraph to check City card 
effects.
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Build
“New characters are welcomed in the city and new buildings are erected to bring 
more prestige and wealth to the Capital.”

Take the topmost City card from any gate and place it on one of the topmost available 
spaces of your districts. Return to the general stock the resources required by that space. 
Be sure to follow these rules:

• You can place a City card in any district of your choice. It doesn’t matter the gate it 
is from.

• Districts are completed in columns. You have to fill the space in the first row first, 
to be able to place a City card on the second row and then on the third.

• Remember to pay the required resources indicated on the district you are placing 
your City card on. You may have to pay 1 coin as an additional cost if requested by 
the card you are placing.

• You can immediately trigger the effect of a “character” type card when you place it.
• You can not directly place a City card from your hand in a district of yours. City 

cards need to be put at a gate before being moved to a district. Some effects make 
you directly build a City card from your hand, but it’s an exceptional bonus effect.

THERE ARE THREE TYPES OF CITY CARD EFFECTS:

 CHARACTER: the effect is applied immediately when you build this City card in 
a district. The effect is also triggered every time you choose to obtain resources at 
their corresponding gate through the Produce action.

 PERMANENT: this is a permanent ability. You gain this ability from the very 
moment you build this City card in a district, until the end of the game.

 GAME END: the effect is activated at the end of the game for the final scoring.

Buy 1 resource (optional, once per turn)
“Never forget to save a good amount of money, especially in a dry spell...”

The player can spend 2 Coins to obtain 1 Resource token of any other type (Stone, Wheat 
or Wood).

Acquire a City card from another player (optional, once per turn)
“Always keep your eyes open on your rivals. It may be crucial...”

You can take 1 City card from another player’s gate. You can only take a topmost visible 
City card. Add it to your hand and return to the general stock a number of Stone tokens 
according to the position of the City card at the gate:

• 2 Stone tokens if the City card is the second at its gate, starting from below.
• 1 Stone token if the City card is the third at its gate, starting from below.

Always remember that it’s not possible to take City cards that are tucked under other 
City cards. You can never take the first City card starting from below, even if it’s the only 
available City card at a gate, as it is always considered safe. The targeted player obtains  
1 Wheat resource from the stock as a compensation.
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Game end and final scoring
The game ends as soon as a player gets nine or more City cards built in the districts of 
their City board (City cards at the gates are not considered). Complete the current round 
until each player has played the same number of turns (the last player to play is the one 
on the right of the First Player).
Count the final scoring as follows:

1. 1 VP for each City card built in the first row.
2. 3 VP for each City card built in the second row.
3. 8 VP for each City card built in the third row.
4. 2 VP if you have 3 Character cards in the first row. The row must be completed.
5. 5 VP if you build at least 1 City card of type “Character”, 1 City card of type 

“Permanent” and 1 City card of type “Game end” in the second row. The row must 
be completed.

6. Add the VP indicated in the top right corner of the City Cards in your districts (if 
present).

7. Add the VP indicated on the City cards of type “Game end” (if present).
8. 1 VP for each 5 remaining resources/City cards in your hand.

The player with the most VP is the best urbanist. In case of a tie, first count the number 
of City cards in your districts, then those still standing at the gates. In case of a further 
tie, victory is shared.

Example scoring: 
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1. 4 VP for the first row.
2. 12 VP for the second row.
3. 8 VP for the third row.
4. 2 VP for the 3 Character cards in the first row.
5. 5 VP for the 3 different types of City cards in the 

second row (Character, Permanent and Game 
End).

6. 6 VP for the VP indicated in the top right 
corners of the City cards in the districts.

7. 7 VP for “Game end” City cards in the districts.
8. 1 VP for the sum of the remaining City cards 
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Set-up
Shuffle the Silk Road deck together with the other chosen decks. Always remember to 
use a total of 3/3/4 decks including the Silk Road deck, if playing respectively with 2/3/4 
players.
Add 3 Silk tokens per player to the general stock. Place the remaining ones back in the box.
Each player receives 1 Silk Road board and places it on the left of their City board. Then, 
every player takes 1 Silk resource and adds it to their starting resources.

Gameplay
Play Chang’an as usual but pay attention to the following change in the “Build” action. 
Moreover, two additional optional actions are now available.

Build
“Every day a thousand people walk the Silk Road. You never know who you could 
meet on the way…”

You can now build any Character City card on the Silk Road board, even those from other 
City Card decks. Follow the same rules of the base game.
When you build Characters on the Silk Road board, you obtain Silk resources in 
exchange: 2 Silk tokens for the first card, 3 Silk tokens for the second card, 5 Silk tokens 
for the third card.
Remember that the Silk Road works like all other districts on the City board:

• Complete the Silk Road board in columns. You have to fill the space in the first row 

Overview
With this expansion, players will send their characters to the Silk Road to trade and obtain 
a new precious resource: Silk. This expansion also includes a new deck of characters and 
buildings, to add new choices and more strategic decisions to the base game.

Contents

12 Resource tokens
(Silk)

4 Silk Road boards16 City cards
(Silk Road, Brown cards)
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first, to be able to place a card on the second row and then on the third.
• Remember to pay the required resources indicated on the space you are placing 

your City card on. You may have to pay 1 Coin as an additional cost if requested by 
the City card you are placing.

• You can not directly place a City card from your hand to the Silk Road, except for 
some bonus effects.

• Since you can only place Character cards on the Silk Road, each card you place on 
the Silk Road has an immediate effect that may be triggered. All City cards of the 
Permanent or End Game-type coming from the Silk Road deck cannot be built on 
the Silk Road. You can only build them on the City Board.

DON’T FORGET:  
on the Silk Road, Character effects can only be triggered once per game.

“…so keep a low profile, or you will attract the raiders looking for treasures on the 
Silk Road!”

When you take Silk resources, take those in the general stock first. If there are no Silk 
tokens in the general stock, take them — one by one — from the player who owns the 
most Silk tokens. In case of a tie, you decide your victim for each Silk token you take.
Characters on the Silk Road do not count as part of the 9 built City cards that trigger 
the end of the game. Moreover, City card effects and City Board effects do not affect the 
Character cards on the Silk Road board.

Optional actions
The power of Silk

Silk is a precious resource. You can spend 3 Silk tokens instead of any other resource to 
build a City card on your main City board - but not on the Silk Road! If required on the 
card you are building, you may have to pay 1 Coin in addition to the 3 Silk tokens.

Game end and final scoring
The game ends in the same way as the base game. Add the following VP to each player’s 
score:

1. 1 VP for the first Character on the Silk Road.
2. 3 VP for the second Character on the Silk Road.
3. 8 VP for the third Character on the Silk Road.
4. Add the VP indicated in the top right corner of your Character City cards on the 

Silk Road board (if present).
5. 1 VP for each Silk resource remaining.

Winner and tiebreaker follow the same criteria of the base game.


